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1. INTRODUCTION 

Our chief concern is with actuality, with the way the world is. But inquiry into the actual may 

lead even to the farthest reaches of the possible. For example, to know what consequences follow 

from a supposition, we need to know what possibilities the supposition comprehends. Suppose 

that space is unbounded; does it follow that space is infinite, as was once generally believed? 

The possibility of curved space demonstrates the opposite. Inquiry is driven by logic, and logical 

relations hold or fail to hold according to what is logically possible. 

Whence come our beliefs about logical possibility? Sometimes beliefs about possibility are 

inferred from beliefs about actuality by way of the principle: whatever is actual is possible. For 

example, a chemist might discover that a certain compound can be dissolved in water by 

working in the laboratory and dissolving a sample of it. Sometimes, beliefs about possibility 

derive from the analysis of non-logical concepts.1 For example, I know that no bachelor could 

possibly be married because of what I know about necessary and sufficient conditions for the 

application of the concept of bachelor. But not all beliefs about possibility arise in these ways. 

Sometimes we reason in accordance with general principles that are constitutive of logical 

possibility itself, principles to the effect that, if such-and-such is possible, then such-and-so must 

be possible as well. In this paper, I will be concerned to formulate and defend principles of this 

sort, what I call principles of plenitude. I divide principles of plenitude into three sorts. First, 
                                                

1 The restriction to non-logical concepts is needed to avoid trivialization. If logical concepts are 
included, such as the concept of logical possibility itself, then conceptual analysis alone can 
supply all our beliefs about logical possibility. [I use ‘logical’ broadly to refer to notions that 
apply universally, regardless of subject matter. What I here call “logical possibility” might today 
more often be called “metaphysical possibility.” See also the Introduction to this volume.] 
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there are principles that require a plenitude of recombinations. We reason according to such 

principles, for example, when we argue that it is logically possible for there to be a human head 

attached to the body of a horse. Plenitude of recombinations plays a prominent role in David 

Hume’s skeptical arguments about induction and causality. Second, there are principles that 

require a plenitude of world-structures. We reason according to such principles, for example, 

when we argue that, if it is logically possible for there to be four or five spatial dimensions, then 

it is logically possible for there to be seventeen, or seventeen thousand. Plenitude of world-

structures plays a prominent role in science by sanctioning the use of newly discovered 

mathematical structures in the development of physical theories. Finally, and most 

controversially, there are principles that require a plenitude of world-contents. We reason 

according to such principles, for example, when we argue that the world could be structurally 

exactly as it is but have all its individuals and properties replaced by individuals and properties 

not of this world: alien individuals and properties. Plenitude of world-contents also plays a role 

in science, at least for the scientific realist, by sanctioning the positing of new, fundamental 

particles or properties. 

My goal in this paper is to provide a complete account of plenitude for one particular 

conception of possible worlds. It turns out that each of the three types of plenitude listed above 

can be expressed by a single, fundamental principle. The three principles of plenitude together, I 

think, form an essential core of any complete theory of possible worlds. The conception of 

worlds I have in mind is that presented by David Lewis in On the Plurality of Worlds,2 but 

                                                

2 David Lewis, On the Plurality of Worlds (Oxford: Blackwell, 1986). All page references in the 
text are to this work. [For Lewis, worlds are maximal spatiotemporally interrelated regions of 
logical space, where logical space is the fusion of all individuals, actual and possible. To exist at 
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without Lewis’s “indexical theory of actuality” according to which all worlds are ontologically 

on a par; on that issue this paper remains neutral.3 The main features of Lewis’s conception that I 

here assume are, first, that all worlds have spatiotemporal structure, and, second, that possible 

individuals are simply spatiotemporal parts of worlds. Although I think there are ways in which 

this conception needs to be generalized,4 it provides a convenient framework within which to 

raise the three fundamental problems of plenitude. The three principles of plenitude that I 

endorse can easily be reformulated so as to apply to other conceptions of worlds, although their 

plausibility would have to be reevaluated with respect to each conception. 

I present my account of plenitude in three parts, one part for each fundamental principle. In 

the course of developing my account, I present a detailed, critical discussion of the account of 

plenitude given by David Lewis. Lewis’s book contains an extended discussion of plenitude of 

recombinations, although he never attempts to provide a precise formulation of a principle of 

recombination. In section 2 on the plenitude of recombinations, I extend and modify his account. 

Lewis’s book also contains brief remarks on the plenitude of world-contents and the plenitude of 

world-structures. Although he has not attempted to give a complete account, it is clear that our 

views on these matters differ in substantial ways; these differences are discussed in sections 3 

and 4 on the plenitude of world-contents and of world-structures, respectively.5 

                                                                                                                                                       

a world is just to be a part of that world. Following Lewis, I assume classical mereology 
throughout.]  
3 [For a realist account that instead accepts absolute actuality, see my “Absolute Actuality and 
the Plurality of Worlds” (2006).] 
4 [See especially my “Isolation and Unification: The Realist Analysis of Possible Worlds” 
(1996).] 
5 [Section 4 on plenitude of world-structures has been superseded by “Plenitude of Possible 
Structures” (1991) and “All Worlds in One” (forthcoming), and is not included.] 
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Perhaps the most important difference between Lewis’s account and my own is this: the 

principles of plenitude that I accept have the consequence that there are “too many” possible 

worlds for them to form a set; the principles that Lewis would accept do not. Lewis avoids this 

consequence, and the threat of paradox that goes with it, by endorsing principles of plenitude that 

are too weak, I will argue, to accurately reflect our ordinary thinking about modality. If I am 

right, the consequence that there is no set of worlds must be accepted, and the threat of paradox 

faced head-on. Fortunately, only a naive version of possible worlds theory is entangled in 

paradox.6 

 

Before turning to the development of my account of plenitude, it might be useful to make some 

introductory remarks, and to discuss a preliminary attempt by Lewis to express a principle of 

plenitude for worlds. First, I want to emphasize that, although my theory is couched in terms of 

possible worlds, it could just as easily have been couched in terms of propositions (or 

possibilities, or possible states of affairs). I distinguish (although Lewis does not) between 

principles of plenitude for possible worlds and principles of plenitude for propositions. Principles 

of the first sort claim that the class7 of worlds is somehow full or complete; principles of the 

second sort that the algebra of propositions is somehow full or complete. How are the two sorts 

of principle related? If one adheres to the (so-called) Leibnizian thesis that a proposition is 

                                                

6 [For the arguments, see “All Worlds in One” (forthcoming).] 
7 I use ‘class’ instead of ‘set’ whenever I want to remain neutral as to whether we have to do with 
a proper class. [Today I would replace all talk of classes of worlds or possible individuals with 
plural quantifiers ranging over worlds or possible individuals; to speak of a class of some worlds 
is to speak of those worlds plurally. Translating class talk into plural talk is straightforward, 
although sometimes cumbersome, and I have chosen to leave the paper in its original form. Note 
that in On the Plurality of Worlds, Lewis also uses class talk as a substitute for plural 
quantification; see fn. 37, pp. 50-1.] 
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possible just in case it is true at some possible world, and if one accepts an abundant conception 

of propositions according to which for any class of worlds there is a proposition true at exactly 

the worlds of that class, then every principle of plenitude for worlds corresponds to a principle of 

plenitude for propositions.8 Thus, on these assumptions, nothing much hangs on the decision to 

couch a theory of plenitude in terms of possible worlds. No doubt, when we reason in accordance 

with principles of plenitude, we rarely, if ever, think in terms of entire worlds; but formulating 

the principles in terms of worlds provides a useful way of systematizing that reasoning. A non-

believer in possible worlds can rephrase what follows in terms of plenitude of propositions. The 

problems of plenitude are not restricted to theories of possible worlds; they must be addressed by 

any theory of modality. 

For Lewis the intuitive idea underlying principles of plenitude is that “there are no gaps in 

logical space” (p. 86).9 His initial attempt to capture this idea leads to the following candidate for 

a principle of plenitude: 

(1) Absolutely every way that a world could possibly be is a way that some world 

is. (p. 86) 

                                                

8 The converse requires the controversial claim that there is only one necessarily true proposition 
(and only one necessarily false). Without this, principles of plenitude for non-contingent 
propositions need not correspond to principles of plenitude for worlds. The details are in my 
doctoral dissertation, Worlds and Propositions: The Structure and Ontology of Logical Space, 
Princeton University, 1983. 
9 Of course, this is metaphor at best; but even as metaphor it has the potential to mislead. For 
plenitude requires not only that logical space have no gaps, but also that it have no limits or 
bounds. [For more discussion, see my “Plenitude of Possible Structures” (1991), 610-611.] Other 
attempts by Lewis to capture the intuitive idea of plenitude are: “the worlds are abundant”; 
“logical space is somehow complete”; “[there are] no vacancies where a world might have been, 
but isn’t” (p. 86). 
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Earlier (p. 2 and p. 5) Lewis had used (1) to introduce and motivate his modal realist position. 

Yet now Lewis concludes that, although (1) seems to express plenitude of worlds, it fails to do so 

because, on all acceptable readings, it is without content. I disagree. Although, of course, (1) can 

be read as contentless by stipulating, as Lewis does, that ways are to be identified with worlds 

(or sets of worlds), there are natural readings on which it is a substantial modal thesis. On the 

natural reading to be discussed in this section, (1) does not express plenitude of worlds, nor does 

it seem to. Rather, it is (a version of) the Leibnizian thesis mentioned above that links plenitude 

of worlds with plenitude of propositions. On another natural reading, (1) is a genuine thesis of 

plenitude, indeed, (a version of) Lewis’s own principle of recombination to be discussed below. I 

mention this second reading at the end of section 2. 

One natural way of reading (1) is this. A way a world could possibly be is a (possible) 

property of a world, that is, a (possible) proposition.10 So read, (1) is equivalent to (one half of) 

the Leibnizian thesis mentioned above: 

(2) For every possible proposition, there is a possible world at which it is true.  

I have argued elsewhere that this thesis is controversial (a fortiori, non-trivial), and might be 

denied even by someone who believes in a plurality of possible worlds. For example, an actualist 

who held that all possible worlds were recombinations out of actual entities and properties might 

accept that it is logically possible for there to be alien properties without countenancing worlds at 

which alien properties exist.11 

                                                

10 Lewis endorses the identification of propositions with properties of worlds, for example, on 
p. 61 of On the Plurality of Worlds. 
11 I discuss such a view in Worlds and Propositions, 105-117. [See also “The Alien Threat to 
Actualism” (forthcoming).] 
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Although I think (1) is most naturally read as (2), Lewis seems to have a different reading 

in mind. Lewis’s use of ‘way a world could be’ in (1) is apparently elliptical for ‘maximally 

specific way a world could be’, as is shown by his subsequent identification of ways a world 

could be with worlds (or unit classes of worlds).12 On this use, the ways a world could be 

correspond not with the propositions generally, but with the propositions that are atomic relative 

to the algebra of propositions (equivalently, the classes of propositions that are maximal 

consistent relative to the algebra). This turns (1) into: 

(3) For every atomic proposition, there is a possible world at which it is true. 

What is the relation between (2) and (3)? On fairly uncontroversial assumptions, it can be proven 

that (2) is equivalent with the conjunction of (3) and the thesis that the algebra of propositions is 

atomic.13 Since the latter thesis has not to my knowledge been challenged, (3) shares the same 

controversial status as (2), and can also serve as the cornerstone of the Leibnizian conception. 

Thus, whether (1) is interpreted as (2) or as (3), (1) would appear to be non-trivial. 

Why does Lewis claim that (2) and (3) are trivial? Because, for Lewis, the Leibnizian 

conception of possibility is true by definition. Propositions are simply stipulated to be classes of 

worlds.14 So (2) says only: For any non-empty class of worlds, there is a world contained in that 

class. Moreover, if propositions are classes of worlds, then atomic propositions are unit classes 
                                                

12 This elliptical use occurs also in Lewis’s discussion of modal realism in Counterfactuals 
(Oxford: Blackwell, 1973), 84. I take it that in English ‘way’ is not normally restricted to 
‘maximally specific way’. Thus, a way a person could be is thickheaded, or cone-headed – any 
old property. Only when we speak of the way a person is or would have been do we speak of 
maximally specific ways. 
13 The proof assumes that the propositions form a Boolean algebra, and that the class of 
propositions true at a world is maximal consistent with respect to the algebra. See Worlds and 
Propositions for the details. 
14 See On the Plurality of Worlds (1986), 53-55 and 182-187. See also Counterfactuals (1973), 
46-47. 
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of worlds. So (3) says only: For any unit class of worlds, there is a world contained in that 

class.15 I take it Lewis finds the notion of proposition obscure when divorced from the notion of 

possible world and so does not wish his official theory to be encumbered by an independent 

notion of proposition. But I ask: how is the reader to understand the earlier uses of (1) in setting 

out the modal realist position? If such uses said anything at all, then Lewis’s use of the word 

‘way’ must have changed unaccountably between p. 5 and p. 86. It seems that these earlier uses 

belie Lewis’s claim to have and use no independent notion of proposition. 

Perhaps Lewis would reply something as follows: “One must distinguish between one’s 

official metaphysical theory, and the preliminary heuristic explanations used to motivate and 

make intelligible that theory. In metaphysics, just as in mathematics, there is no requirement that 

all notions used in the heuristic must also be a part of the official theory. In this case, the 

intuitive notion of proposition – of something being the case – is useful as a heuristic device, 

even if too obscure to play a serious role in the systematic final theory.” 

I have a general doubt as to whether this reply is adequate when one is constructing one’s 

total metaphysical theory, since, by definition, this theory leaves nothing out. But even putting 

that aside, there are specific reasons for including an independent notion of proposition as part of 

the ideology of one’s theory of modality. There are substantial, controversial metaphysical theses 

having to do with impossible worlds and alien worlds that cannot be adequately formulated 

                                                

15 Or maximally specific ways can be identified not with unit classes of worlds, but with the 
worlds themselves, in which case (1) says only: Every world is identical with some world. Lewis 
writes: “the choice whether to take a [maximally specific] ‘way’ as a unit set or as its sole 
member seems to be of the utmost unimportance.” (On the Plurality of Worlds, 87) But, as Lewis 
himself notes, identifying maximally specific ways with worlds and ways with classes of worlds 
has the awkward consequence that maximally specific ways are not ways; and it gratuitously 
departs from grammar by requiring that the ‘is’ of predication be interpreted as the ‘is’ of 
identity. 
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without an independent notion of proposition. If propositions are stipulated to be sets of worlds, 

the alternative views do not present false, rival theories of modality, but only unintelligible 

misconstruals of the word ‘proposition’ (or ‘way’). That mislocates the dispute between the 

various modal theorists. I think Lewis is committed to holding that the alternative modal theories 

are unintelligible. For if intelligible, they deserve to be characterizable within a theory of 

modality – not just the heuristic to the theory – and an independent notion of proposition will be 

needed to do this. 

Thus, I disagree with Lewis that (1) must be taken to be without content. But even if (1) is 

identified with (2) or (3), and (2) and (3) are interpreted non-trivially, (1) still cannot serve as a 

principle of plenitude for worlds. (2) and (3) serve to link plenitude of worlds with plenitude of 

propositions, but provide for neither. For all that (2) or (3) says, there could be only two worlds 

and four propositions, or ten worlds and one-thousand-twenty-four propositions. Only in 

conjunction with antecedently accepted principles of plenitude for propositions would (2) or (3) 

entail principles of plenitude for worlds. 

 

2. PLENITUDE OF RECOMBINATIONS 

2.1. Lewis’s Principle of Recombination:  Preliminary Questions.  Once Lewis lets (1) go 

trivial, he seeks to replace it with a genuine principle of plenitude and suggests a principle of 

recombination. Lewis begins by giving a rough formulation of the principle; we learn what he 

has in mind in large part through the ensuing applications and discussion. In this section, I 

attempt to develop and clarify Lewis’s account. My goal is to arrive at a more precise 

formulation of the principle, a formulation with at least two advantages over Lewis’s: it shows 

clearly how plenitude of recombinations relates to plenitude of world-structures and plenitude of 
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world-contents; and it generalizes naturally to conceptions of worlds other than Lewis’s, for 

example, conceptions that posit non-spatiotemporal parts of worlds such as universals or tropes. 

Lewis’s first statement and illustration of the principle of recombination is contained in the 

following passage: 

[For a principle of plenitude,] I suggest that we look to the Humean denial of 

necessary connections between distinct existences. To express the plenitude of 

possible worlds, I require a principle of recombination according to which patching 

together parts of different possible worlds yields another possible world. Roughly 

speaking, the principle is that anything can coexist with anything else, at least 

provided they occupy distinct spatiotemporal positions. Likewise, anything can fail 

to coexist with anything else. Thus, if there could be a dragon, and there could be a 

unicorn, but there couldn’t be a dragon and a unicorn side by side, that would be an 

unacceptable gap in logical space, a failure of plenitude. And if there could be a 

talking head contiguous to the rest of a living human body, but there couldn’t be a 

talking head separate from the rest of a human body, that too would be a failure of 

plenitude. (pp. 87-88) 

I take Lewis’s initial formulation of the principle of recombination to be the conjunction of two 

theses: 

(A) Anything can coexist with anything else. 

(B) Anything can fail to coexist with anything else. 
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(A) expresses the idea that “patching together the parts of different possible worlds yields 

another possible world.” (B) expresses the “Humean denial of necessary connections between 

distinct existences.” Superficially, (A) and (B) are simple theses suited to serve as basic 

postulates in a theory of plenitude. In a developed theory of worlds, however, (A) and (B) turn 

out to be quite complex, each resting upon various independent, more basic assumptions. 

Superficially, (A) and (B) appear to be two sides of a single coin. In a developed theory, 

however, it becomes clear that (B) is connected with controversial theses of plenitude for world-

structures and world-contents that are irrelevant to (A). For this reason, I give (A) and (B) 

separate treatment in what follows. In this section, I consider and adopt successive modifications 

to (A). The result, I think, is a precise formulation of a principle of recombination. I take up (B) 

and the problem of plenitude of world-contents in section 3. 

 

I begin by posing the following six questions about (A). (1) Over what entities do the quantifiers 

in (A) range? (2) How are we to understand the modal relation expressed by ‘can coexist with’? 

(3) Doesn’t (A) need to be strengthened to allow for recombinations of more than two things? (4) 

Does (A) entail a principle of duplication requiring that multiple duplicates of a single thing can 

coexist? (5) Should (A) be qualified to say: anything can coexist with anything else, provided 

that their coexistence is compatible with the spatiotemporal structure of some possible world? 

(6) Doesn’t (A) need to be strengthened to say: anything can coexist with anything else in any 

(possible) spatiotemporal arrangement? I will take these questions up in turn. As we shall see, 

Lewis gives explicit answers to questions (1) through (5); only with question (6) is there some 

doubt about his view. 
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(1) Over what entities do the quantifiers in (A) range? Note first that the quantifiers range 

over possible as well as actual things, as witness the examples involving unicorns and dragons. 

Note second that the quantifiers are restricted to parts of worlds: they do not range over 

transworld sums; they do not range over sets, or classes, or whatever other “mathematical” 

entities there may be. Note third that the quantifiers are not restricted to mereologically simple 

parts: parts that themselves contain no parts. This restriction, together with the assumption that 

any complex part is composed entirely of simple parts, would greatly simplify the formulation of 

principles of plenitude. But the assumption is controversial, and so should not be woven into the 

fabric of a theory of worlds. 

One might expect a principle of recombination to apply without qualification to all parts of 

worlds, and nothing in Lewis’s initial formulation of the principle suggests otherwise. But, at the 

end of the section on plenitude, Lewis states explicitly that the principle is to be restricted to 

spatiotemporal parts (p. 92). Of course, if all parts of worlds are spatiotemporal parts, then this is 

no restriction. But if there are non-spatiotemporal parts of worlds, such as universals or tropes, 

an issue on which Lewis remains neutral in Plurality, then it seems a principle meant to express 

the plenitude of recombinations should apply to them.16 Thus, suppose that there are universals 

or tropes corresponding to the various determinate properties of mass and charge. It seems that 

plenitude of recombinations requires that, if there could be something with mass m and charge c, 

and there could be something with mass m! and charge c!, then there could be something with 

mass m and charge c! (and, for good measure, something with mass m! and charge c). No 

                                                

16 Lewis appears to object to a principle of recombination that applies unrestrictedly to all parts 
of worlds. He writes: “such a principle, unlike mine, would sacrifice neutrality about whether 
there exist universals or tropes.” (On the Plurality of Worlds (1986), 92). But I fail to see why 
accepting a principle that applies to all parts of worlds should commit one to non-spatiotemporal 
parts. Why not also to spirit parts, or to extensionless parts, or to any other putative kind of part? 
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principle of recombination would be fully adequate that failed to have this consequence. 

However, such a principle must be carefully formulated. Plenitude of recombinations 

presumably does not require that there could be something with mass m and mass m! (or 

something with charge c and charge c!). When universals or tropes are determinates of a single 

determinable, they are (presumably) incompatible, and are not co-instantiated at any world. It is 

beyond the scope of this paper to discuss how a principle of recombination might be qualified so 

that it could apply to non-spatiotemporal parts of worlds, or whether there is a way of dividing 

worlds into structure and content so that no qualification is necessary. I here only point out that 

Lewis’s principle with its restriction to spatiotemporal parts will not provide a complete 

expression of plenitude of recombinations.17 

Although Lewis restricts his principle of recombination to spatiotemporal parts, I take it 

that he wants the principle to apply to all spatiotemporal parts. That will include parts that have a 

dimension less than the dimension of the spacetime in which they reside: material surfaces, 

curves, points. That will include spatiotemporal parts of infinite as well as finite extent; and parts 

that are scattered and disconnected.18 Following Lewis, I will call any spatiotemporal part of any 

possible world a possible individual. 

(2) How are we to understand the modal relation expressed by ‘can coexist with’? 

Although (A) appears to be an ordinary assertion of modality de re, it is to be interpreted not in 

terms of transworld identity (even were one to accept transworld identity), nor in terms of 

                                                

17 [Note that the nominalist who rejects non-spatiotemporal parts is still under some obligation to 
incorporate recombination of properties into a theory of plenitude even though such 
recombination cannot be understood in terms of “patching together parts of different worlds.”] 
18 The application of Lewis’s principle to some of these parts of worlds is not entirely 
straightforward. The problem has to do with whether shape properties are always intrinsic, or 
sometimes depend upon the surrounding space. [See my “The Fabric of Space: Intrinsic vs. 
Extrinsic Distance Relations” (1993) for discussion.] 
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Lewis’s substitute for transworld identity, the counterpart relation, but in terms of a relation of 

duplication. That suggests that two things (perhaps from different worlds) can coexist if some 

world contains non-overlapping duplicates of both. (A world contains a possible individual 

(class of possible individuals) iff it has that individual (each member of the class) as a 

spatiotemporal part.) But Lewis appears to require something more, namely, that the duplicates 

be non-overlapping, thus interpreting ‘can coexist’ as ‘can coexist as distinct entities’.19 

Switching to a language with explicit quantification over possible worlds, (A) can thus be 

rewritten as: 

(A1) For any two possible individuals, there is a world containing non-overlapping 

duplicates of both. 

Using Lewis’s example to illustrate (A1): if a unicorn exists at some world and a dragon at 

another, then at some world a duplicate of the unicorn coexists with a (non-overlapping) 

duplicate of the dragon. 

What makes two things duplicates of one another? Lewis defines the relation of duplication 

thus: “two things are duplicates iff (1) they have exactly the same perfectly natural properties, 

and (2) their parts can be put into correspondence in such a way that corresponding parts have 

exactly the same perfectly natural properties, and stand in the same perfectly natural relations.” 

(p. 61) For Lewis, properties are classes of possibilia, so the notion of a natural property is the 
                                                

19 Perhaps this is the intent of the odd clause Lewis appends to his initial formulation of (A): “at 
least provided they occupy distinct spatiotemporal positions.” But then the clause has a 
misleading form since it strengthens (A) rather than qualifying it. I give an alternative reading of 
this clause below. Lewis does not explicitly require the duplicates to be non-overlapping until he 
restates the principle in a later section (p. 101), although his applications of the principle suggest 
that he has this requirement in mind. Note that here and below I use ‘distinct’ to mean non-
overlapping, rather than non-identical, to be in accordance with the Humean use of ‘distinct’ in 
the phrase ‘denial of necessary connections between distinct existences’. 
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same as the notion of a natural class. Lewis finds the distinction between natural and unnatural 

classes (or properties) indispensible. Perhaps, he suggests, the distinction can be defined in terms 

of shared immanent universals or in terms of duplicate tropes; if those projects fail, the 

distinction must be taken as primitive.20 In any case, the import of Lewis’s recombination 

principle depends crucially upon which properties and relations are (perfectly) natural.  

(3) Doesn’t (A) need to be strengthened to allow for recombinations of more than two 

things? Lewis’s initial formulation requires only that any two things can coexist. That is too 

weak to express plenitude of recombinations. It is compatible with (A) that there be three things 

that cannot coexist, although any two of them can coexist. If such threesomes are to be ruled out, 

(A) must be strengthened to require recombinations of more than two things. Let us say that a 

world recombines a class C of possible individuals (perhaps from different worlds) iff the world 

contains a class D of possible individuals such that (1) no two members of D overlap, and (2) 

there is a one-to-one correspondence between C and D that maps each member of C onto a 

duplicate of itself in D. I will also say that any such D copies C at the world. (A1) says only that, 

for every two-membered class of possible individuals, there is a world that recombines the class. 

We now want to replace this by the stronger: 

                                                

20 Lewis sketches a theory of universals and a theory of tropes on pp. 63-69. If naturalness is 
applied to classes of mathematical entities [as I do in “Plenitude of Possible Structures” and 
“Realism Without Parochialism”], then it would seem that a definition in terms of (immanent) 
universals or tropes is out of the question unless all mathematical entities are somehow taken to 
be abstractions from possibilia. In “New Work for a Theory of Universals” (1983), Lewis applies 
naturalness to classes of mathematical entities in his solution to Kripke’s paradox about 
following a rule. How, then, can Lewis claim that the distinction between natural and unnatural 
classes can be defined in terms of universals or in terms of tropes “without forgoing any of its 
applications” (p. 64)? Lewis cannot hold that all the cardinal numbers are abstracted from 
possibilia, since, as we shall see, he does not believe there are enough possibilia to do the job; 
nor can he reject the cardinal numbers that cannot be thus abstracted without rendering his 
discussion of the possible sizes of spacetime unintelligible. 
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(A2) For every class of possible individuals, there is a world that recombines the 

class. 

Lewis explicitly endorses (A2),21 although only in conjunction with the qualifying  

proviso to be discussed below. 

(4) Does (A) entail that multiple duplicates of a single thing can coexist? The principle of 

recombination as formulated in (A2) may sometimes require that a possible individual have 

multiple duplicates at a single world, but only if the initial class contains duplicates from 

different worlds. Indeed, it is compatible with (A2) that logical space contain nothing but a 

single individual existing at a single possible world. But, surely, plenitude of worlds requires 

that, for any possible individual, there is a world containing (non-overlapping) duplicates of that 

individual (perhaps with the proviso discussed below that the duplicates all fit in some possible 

spacetime). If we put no limit on the possible number of (non-overlapping) duplicates, we arrive 

at the following principle of duplication: 

                                                

21 “Not only two possible individuals, but any number should admit of combination by means of 
coexisting duplicates. Indeed, the number might be infinite.” (On the Plurality of Worlds, 89) In 
a later section Lewis writes (101): “Say that a world copies a class of possible individuals, 
perhaps from various different worlds, iff it contains non-overlapping duplicates of all the 
individuals in that class. The principle of recombination that I endorsed in section 1.8 says that, 
given a class of possible individuals, there is some world which copies that class.” If Lewis's 
‘copies’ means the same as ‘recombines’ above, Lewis is here equating the (unqualified) 
principle of recombination with (A2). (What happened to (B)?) Note, however, that Lewis’s 
definition of ‘copies’ is ambiguous. Define ‘copies1’ to mean the same as ‘recombines’. Define 
‘copies2’ to mean the result of replacing (2) in the definition of ‘recombines’ by: (2)! every 
member of C has some duplicate in D. A world might copy2 a class without copying1 a class if 
the class has members that are duplicates of one another. So Lewis may have in mind a principle 
slightly weaker than (A2). [See my “All Worlds in One” for a place where this difference 
matters.] 
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(PD) For any possible individual and any cardinal number, there is a world 

containing (at least) that number of (non-overlapping) duplicates of the 

individual. 

Is there a way of strengthening (A2) so that it entails the principle of duplication by interpreting 

multiple duplication as a type of self-recombination? We can replace the class of possible 

individuals in (A2) by a mapping from that class to the class of (non-zero) cardinal numbers, 

what might be called a numbering of that class. The idea is that each member of the class is 

mapped to the cardinal number that gives the least number of non-overlapping duplicates that the 

member will have in any world that recombines that class in accordance with the mapping. Thus, 

let CΦ= <C, Φ > where Φ is such a mapping, and, for any member a of C, let aΦ(a) = <a, Φ(a)>. 

Call CΦ a numbered class, and say that a member a of C has Φ(a) occurrences in CΦ. For 

example, if C = {a, b} and Φ(a) = 17 and Φ(b) = 13, then CΦ = {a17, b13} and a and b have, 

respectively, seventeen and thirteen occurrences in CΦ. Then we define: a world recombines a 

numbered class CΦ iff the world contains a class D such that (1) no two members of D overlap, 

and (2) there is a (possibly one-many) mapping22 from C onto D such that each member of C is 

mapped to as many duplicates of itself in D as it has occurrences in CΦ. We now replace (A2) by 

the strengthened: 

                                                

22 [Thus, as I am using the term ‘mapping’, a mapping need not be a function; perhaps a one-
many “mapping” is better just called a relation.] 
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(A3) For any numbered class CΦ of possible individuals, there is a world that 

recombines CΦ.23 

Lewis accepts the principle of duplication (with the proviso to be discussed presently) and he 

takes it to follow from his principle of recombination; but he does not attempt to provide any 

formulation of the principle that would make this entailment clear.24 

(5) Should (A) be qualified to say: anything can coexist with anything else, provided that 

their coexistence is compatible with the spatiotemporal structure of some possible world? Lewis 

gives two arguments for qualifying the principle of recombination; I accept the first but reject the 

second. His first argument is this. Once the principle is generalized to allow recombinations of 

infinite classes of individuals, the principle can be used to provide proofs of the possibility of 

very large spacetimes, indeed, spacetimes of arbitrarily large cardinality. But, Lewis writes: “it 

seems fishy if we begin with a principle that is meant to express plenitude about how spacetime 

might be occupied, and we find our principle transforming itself unexpectedly so as to yield 

consequences about the possible size of spacetime itself” (p. 89). So Lewis requires that the 

principle of recombination carry the proviso ‘size and shape permitting’; that is, classes of 

individuals can be recombined only to the extent that the recombining is compatible with the size 

                                                

23 [Note that, according to (A3), if a world recombines a numbered class, and a has κ 
occurrences in that numbered class, then the world has at least κ non-overlapping duplicates of 
a; (A3) does not entail that the world has exactly κ non-overlapping duplicates of a. For the 
significance of this, see the Postscript.] 
24 “Any possible individual should admit of combination with itself: if there could be a dragon, 
then equally there could be two duplicate copies of that dragon side by side, or seventeen or 
infinitely many.” On the Plurality of Worlds, 89. 
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and shape of some possible spacetime.25 This first argument amounts to a decision to keep 

plenitude of recombinations independent of plenitude of world-structures. Plenitude of world-

structures tells us which spatiotemporal structures are possible structures of worlds; it thus tells 

us in what ways classes of possible individuals can be recombined. Plenitude of recombinations 

then tells us that, for any class of possible individuals, if there is some way of recombining that 

class, then there is a world that recombines it. I endorse this decision to qualify the principle so 

that it will not have implications as to which spatiotemporal structures are possible. 

Lewis’s second argument for qualifying the principle is discussed in detail [in “All Worlds 

in One”]. In brief, Lewis argues that the unqualified principle, by providing proofs of the 

possibility of arbitrarily large spacetimes, will entail that there are “too many” possible worlds 

for them to form a set. Lewis claims that this consequence is trouble, and to some extent I agree. 

But if the account of plenitude of world-structures I present [in “Plenitude of Possible 

Structures”] is correct, qualifying the principle of recombination will do nothing to avoid the 

trouble: the qualified principle together with principles of plenitude for world-structures entail 

that there is no set of possible worlds. 

I postpone modifying (A3) to express the qualification until we have answered one final 

question: (6) Doesn’t (A) need to be strengthened to say: anything can coexist with anything else 

in any (possible) spatiotemporal arrangement? I think there is little doubt that Lewis accepts the 

strengthened version of (A). For example, it is supposed to follow from the principle of 

recombination that if there could be a dragon and there could be a unicorn, then there could be a 

                                                

25 I assume that the properties of “size and shape” are jointly inclusive enough to cover all 
aspects of spatiotemporal structure: metrical, topological, mereological, whatever. By the “size 
of spacetime,” Lewis apparently means something like the number of parts (or of atomic parts, if 
there are atomic parts) (see p. 89); so all other aspects of spatiotemporal structure must be part of 
its “shape.” 
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dragon and a unicorn side by side. The unstrengthened principle, however, seems to imply only 

that the dragon and unicorn can coexist, not that they can coexist side by side. Moreover, when 

Lewis applies the principle to alien individuals at the end of the section, he states the principle in 

its strengthened form: “Anything alien can coexist, or fail to coexist, with anything else alien, or 

anything else not alien in any arrangement permitted by shape and size.” (p. 92, my emphasis) 

There remains a question of exegesis: in his initial statement of the principle, does Lewis think 

that the phrase ‘in any spatiotemporal arrangement’ will somehow be understood from context?26 

Or does Lewis think that (A) (or (A3), or a qualified version of (A3)), perhaps together with 

uncontroversial assumptions, entails the version with the phrase appended? (I consider this 

question in §2.3.) In any case, Lewis apparently accepts the strengthened version.  

 

2.2.  Lewis’s Principle of Recombination: Final Formulation. I turn now to providing a final 

formulation of the principle of recombination that incorporates the qualifying amendment 

discussed under (5) and the strengthening amendment discussed under (6). Note that adding the 

phrase ‘in any possible spatiotemporal arrangement’ incorporates both amendments at once: 

things can be recombined only if there is some possible spatiotemporal arrangement of them, that 

is, only if their coexistence is compatible with the spatiotemporal structure of some possible 

world. There is no need, then, to give the two amendments separate treatment. 

I first provide a general schema for the principle that can be applied to conceptions of 

worlds other than Lewis’s; I then fill in the schema to arrive at Lewis’s principle of 

                                                

26 That would help explain the clause that Lewis appends to his statement of (A): ‘at least 
provided they occupy distinct spatiotemporal positions’. This clause is hard to make sense of 
unless what precedes it is understood as the strengthened version, in which case the clause 
prohibits those arrangements that would place both things in overlapping positions. 
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recombination. For the general case, I propose to make use of the following familiar 

metaphysical framework. A world, let us say, can be divided into two components: its structure 

and its contents. The contents may themselves have internal structure, as will be the case 

whenever the contents are mereologically complex. Each content occupies some place in the 

structure. The contents may come in various categories with the assumption that a given place in 

a structure is always occupied, at worlds having the structure, by contents of the same category. 

The places in a structure may thus also be assigned categories according to the categories of the 

contents that occupy them. Any content of any possible world is called a possible world-content; 

any structure of any possible world is called a possible world-structure. 

I intend this framework to be quite general: every theory of worlds, it seems to me, must 

have some such distinction between structure and content. Where theories differ is in what they 

take the possible structures and contents to be, and in how they draw the line between them. At 

one extreme, the contents are “bare particulars” and everything save identity and number is 

packed into the structure. This conception of worlds might result from taking worlds to be 

analogous to the models, or interpretations, used to provide a semantics for first-order logic.27 On 

the other hand, contents might be structurally complex, in which case they are sorted into 

categories in part according to their structural properties. Lewis takes a particularly simple 

version of the latter approach to worlds: contents are complex, but the only complexity is 

spatiotemporal complexity (and whatever follows therefrom, such as mereological complexity). 

For Lewis, world-structures are simply spatiotemporal structures; world-contents are simply 

spatiotemporal parts of worlds, that is, possible individuals. Places in a structure are 

                                                

27 See David Kaplan's discussion in "Transworld Heirlines" in Michael Loux (ed.), The Possible 
and the Actual (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1979), 96-98. 
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spatiotemporal locations.28 Possible individuals are of the same category iff they have in 

common all spatiotemporal properties that cannot differ between duplicates, that is, all intrinsic 

spatiotemporal properties. If we understand “shape and size” in a way that includes all intrinsic 

spatiotemporal properties, then the categories are the various possible shape-size combinations. 

Return now to the general case. A world is not in general completely determined by giving 

its structure and its contents; one must also say how the contents are arranged within the 

structure. Let us define an arrangement of a class of possible world-contents (perhaps form 

various worlds) within a possible world-structure to be a category-preserving (possibly one-

many) mapping from the contents in the class to (some or all) places in the structure. Every 

content in the class is mapped to some place in the structure, but a single content may be mapped 

to more than one place, and not every place need have a content mapped to it. Now, one way to 

uniquely specify a world is to give a world-arrangement: a mapping of each of the world’s 

contents to the place in the world’s structure that it occupies. If contents are mereologically 

complex, however, a world can sometimes be uniquely specified by giving an arrangement of 

some proper subclass of its class of contents: any subclass whose fusion is the entire world. 

Moreover, a world can sometimes be characterized up to indiscernibility by giving an 

arrangement of contents not existing at the world. Say that a world w recombines a class C of 

world-contents according to an arrangement ! iff ! is an arrangement of C within the structure 

                                                

28 [Places of a structure instantiated by a world are not parts of that world. Thus, for the “dualist” 
who believes in both substantival spacetime and its material occupants, the regions of spacetime 
must not be identified with spatiotemporal locations. The regions of spacetime are non-
spatiotemporal parts of the world, as are the material occupants; it is the fusion of the two, the 
region together with its material occupants, that is a possible individual. Such a dualist might 
argue that plenitude of recombinations requires, for example, the possibility of extended simples; 
but this would require a principle of recombination that applies to non-spatiotemporal parts, and 
so is beyond the scope of the current discussion. I myself reject dualism, and the possibility of 
extended simples.] 
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of w, and whenever a content in C is mapped by ! to a place in the structure, that place is 

occupied in w by (a duplicate of)29 the content. Say that an arrangement of C within structure S is 

full iff every place in S is part of the fusion of the places to which a member of C is mapped. 

(The part-whole relation on the places of a structure mirrors the part-whole relation on the 

contents that occupy the places in any world that instantiates the structure.) Worlds, then, can be 

characterized up to indiscernibility by saying how they recombine contents from other worlds 

according to an arrangement that is full. 

We are now ready to formulate a general principle of recombination. If all world-contents 

are mereologically simple, the principle of recombination can simply say: for any class of world-

contents and any arrangement of that class, there is a world that recombines the class according 

to the arrangement. However, if some world-contents are mereologically complex, than those 

arrangements that map incompatible contents to overlapping places in the structure must be ruled 

out. We could do this by requiring that arrangements never map two contents to two overlapping 

places. But that would leave out of account perfectly good arrangements that do not make 

incompatible assignments.  Instead, say that an arrangement is consistent iff whenever the 

arrangement maps two contents to two overlapping places, the parts of those contents that are 

mapped to the place of overlap are duplicates of one another. The general form of a principle of 

recombination is then this: 

                                                

29 I put this in parentheses because, in the general case, some world-contents, such as universals, 
may themselves be recombined at other worlds. 
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(GPR) For any class C of world-contents, and any consistent arrangement ! of C, 

there exists a world that recombines C according to !.30 

(GPR) is a pure principle of recombination: the only constraint on arrangements comes from the 

mereological complexity of world-contents; if world-contents are simple, then there are no 

constraints at all.31 

 To arrive at Lewis’s principle of recombination, we need only plug into (GPR) the 

specifics of Lewis’s conception of worlds. For Lewis, arrangements are simply spatiotemporal 

arrangements: they map possible individuals to spatiotemporal locations of the appropriate shape 

and size. We thus have: 

(LPR) For any class C of possible individuals, and any consistent spatiotemporal 

arrangement ! of C, there exists a world that recombines C according to !. 

(LPR) successfully incorporates the answers given to the six questions above. In particular, 

(LPR) is a qualified principle of recombination since it only requires that a class of possible 

individuals can be recombined if there is some possible spatiotemporal structure within which 

that class can be consistently arranged. Moreover, (LPR) strengthens (A3) by quantifying 

universally over all consistent spatiotemporal arrangements. Finally, by allowing arrangements 

                                                

30 Note: when I quantify universally over arrangements of some class without mentioning any 
world-structure, it must be borne in mind that this is short for quantifying universally over 
arrangements of that class within some possible world-structure. 
31 An impure principle might be needed if one takes world-contents to include universals for 
particular magnitudes of, say, charge: presumably, arrangements according to which universals 
for different magnitudes of charge occupy the same place must be forbidden. 
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to be one-many, (LPR) requires that multiple duplicates of possible individuals can co-exist to 

whatever extent they all fit within some possible spatiotemporal structure.  

 

2.3.  Relations Between the Various Principles, Strengthened or Qualified. There are two 

problems with identifying (LPR) with Lewis’s principle of recombination, although, as already 

noted, Lewis almost certainly would accept (LPR).32 First, Lewis’s original formulation of the 

principle of recombination – and some but not all of his subsequent formulations – include (B), 

the denial of necessary connections. But (LPR) does not entail (B):  (B) requires principles of the 

plenitude of world-contents or the plenitude of world-structures for its proof. Thus, (B) should 

not be included as part of the plenitude of recombinations. I discuss the relation between (LPR) 

and (B) further in section 3 [and in the Postscript]. 

The second problem with identifying (LPR) with Lewis’s principle of recombination has 

already been mentioned: Lewis almost invariably states the principle without the strengthening 

phrase that quantifies over arrangements. This suggests that Lewis might intend no more than a 

qualified version of (A3) (perhaps together with (B)). The qualified version of (A3) can be 

expressed as follows: 

(A3q) For any numbered class CΦ of possible individuals, if there exists some 

consistent arrangement of CΦ, then there exists a world that recombines CΦ. 

                                                

32 Although, given that he explicitly requires that, when some things are recombined by a world, 
the duplicates that copy them at the world do not overlap, he may have had in mind a principle 
weaker than (LPR) that quantifies over non-overlapping arrangements instead of consistent 
arrangements. 
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In order to see clearly what is at stake between (LPR), (A3), and (A3q), it will be useful to recast 

them in a way that makes for easy comparison. 

(A3) and (A3q) require multiple duplication by quantifying over numbered classes. (LPR) 

also requires multiple duplication, but it does so by allowing arrangements that are one-many: 

whenever an arrangement maps a possible individual to more than one place, there will be more 

than one duplicate of the individual at worlds that recombine according to the arrangement. 

However, for purposes of easy comparison, (LPR) can be reformulated in terms of numbered 

classes. Say that an arrangement of a numbered class CΦ is an arrangement of C such that each 

member of C is mapped to as many places as it has occurrences in CΦ. It is easily verified that 

(LPR) is equivalent to: 

 (LPR)!  For any numbered class CΦ, and any arrangement ! of CΦ, there exists a 

world that recombines C according to !. 33 

(A3) and (A3q) can also be reformulated using our latest terminology. Whenever a world 

recombines a numbered class, there is some arrangement according to which that numbered class 

is recombined. Thus, (A3) and (A3q) are equivalent, respectively, to: 

(A3)!  For any numbered class CΦ, there exists an arrangement ! of CΦ and a world 

w such that w recombines C according to !.  

                                                

33 For the rest of this section, to save words, classes are always classes of possible individuals 
and arrangements are always consistent spatiotemporal arrangements. 
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(A3q)!  For any numbered class CΦ, if there exists some arrangement of CΦ, then 

there exists an arrangement ! of CΦ and a world w such that w recombines C 

according to !. 

The logical relationships between (A3), (A3q), and (LPR) are now clearly seen by inspecting 

their primed reformulations. (A3) and (LPR) differ only in that where the former quantifies 

existentially over arrangements, the latter quantifies universally. Switching from the existential 

to the universal quantifier clearly strengthens (A3); it also qualifies (A3) because the universal 

quantifier lacks existential import. (A3q) differs from (A3) only in that it cancels the existential 

import; (A3q) therefore qualifies (A3) without strengthening it. Both (LPR) and (A3) entail 

(A3q), although neither (LPR) nor (A3) entails the other.  

Under what additional assumptions would (LPR) and (A3) entail one another?34 One 

direction is trivial. If one adds to (LPR) the missing existential import, then (A3) can be derived. 

The missing existential import is expressed by: 

(E) There exists an arrangement for every numbered class CΦ. 

According to (E), no matter how many possible individuals are in C, no matter what their various 

shapes and sizes, no matter how many duplicates of each individual are required by the mapping 

Φ, there exists a possible spacetime within which all of them can be arranged. Although I think 

that a version of (E) that replaces ‘numbered class’ by ‘numbered set’ is true, I do not accept that 

                                                

34 A reader who accepts that (LPR), not (A3) or (A3q), should be taken as a fundamental 
principle of plenitude may skip to §2.4 without loss of continuity. 
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proper-class many possible individuals can be arranged in any possible world-structure. Thus, I 

agree with Lewis that some qualification on the principle of recombination is needed.35 

The converse question is more interesting: under what additional assumption would (A3) 

entail (LPR)? Of course, if we add to (A3) the assumption that every numbered class of possible 

individuals can be arranged in only one way, then (LPR) will follow, since then the switch from 

the existential quantifier in (A3) to the universal quantifier in (LPR) will have no effect. But that 

assumption is not at all plausible. Are there any weaker, more plausible assumptions that will 

also do the job? Say that an arrangement ! of C and an arrangement ℬ of D are equivalent iff 

whenever a world recombines C according to !, it recombines D according to ℬ, and vice versa. 

Say that an arrangement ! of C is categorical iff all worlds that recombine C according to ! are 

indiscernible (that is, duplicates of one another).36 (LPR) follows from (A3) together with the 

following assumption: 

(D) For any categorical arrangement ! of a class C, there exists a class D such that 

(1) there exists some arrangement of D, and (2) all arrangements of D are 

equivalent to ! of C. 

Proof: Assume (A3) and (D). Consider any class C and any arrangement ! of C. We need to 

show that some world recombines C according to !. Extend ! to a categorical arrangement !! 
of C!, where ! ⊆ !! and C ⊆ C!. (This can always be done.) Let D be a class satisfying the two 

                                                

35 [For the arguments, see my “All Worlds in One.”] 
36 Note that any arrangement that is full is also categorical; but the converse implication only 
holds given the principle (PIP) introduced below in §3.3. 
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conditions of (D), and let ℬ be an arrangement of D. Consider a numbered class DΦ such that 

each member of D occurs as many times in DΦ as it is mapped to places by ℬ. By (A3), there 

exists a world w that recombines DΦ. World w recombines DΦ according to some arrangement, 

say, ℬ*. ℬ* is also an arrangement of D, so ℬ* of D is equivalent to !! of C!. It follows that w 

recombines C! according to !!. Moreover, since !! of C! extends ! of C, w recombines C 

according to !. (LPR) is thus established.37 

The idea behind (D) is this. An arbitrary class C can in general be arranged in various non-

equivalent ways, and (A3) by itself does not guarantee that any particular one of these 

arrangements, say !, is realized at some possible world. Even if we extend ! to a categorical 

arrangement, !!, of some superclass of C, C!, it may be that C! can be arranged in ways not 

equivalent to !! so that applying (A3) to C! will still not do the job. For example, it may be that 

two possible individuals in C!, a and b, are adjacent to one another in !!, but not adjacent to one 

another in some other arrangement of C!. If we consider a D such that D contains neither a nor b 

alone, but instead a spatiotemporally related fusion of (duplicates of) a and b in which they are 

adjacent, then the number of possible arrangements will be narrowed: in every arrangement of D 

the duplicates of a and b will be adjacent. Perhaps by taking D to contain sufficiently large 

spatiotemporally related sums of duplicates of parts of individuals in C!, the number of possible 

                                                

37 Note that the proof goes through with (A3) replaced everywhere by (A3q). So, (A3q) and (D) 
together entail (LPR). Similarly, in the discussion below of homogeneous worlds, (A3) may be 
replaced everywhere by (A3q). 
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arrangements can be narrowed to one (up to a permutation of duplicates). In which case (D) will 

be true, and (LPR) can be established on the basis of (D) and (A3). But we need some guarantee 

that the appropriate spatiotemporally related sums exist. Short of assuming (LPR) itself, what 

grounds might there be for accepting (D)? 

At this point, one might try positing the existence of homogeneous worlds. A possible 

individual or possible world is homogeneous iff any two of its parts contain duplicate subparts. 

(For the case of individuals and worlds that are composed of atomic parts, this simplifies to: an 

individual or world is homogeneous iff all of its atomic parts are duplicates.) A plausible thesis 

of plenitude weaker than (LPR) might be: 

(HW) For any homogeneous possible individual a, and any arrangement ! of {a}, 

there exists a world that recombines {a} according to !. 

When (HW) is applied to a categorical arrangement, it leads to the existence of homogeneous 

worlds. To illustrate, suppose (somewhat fancifully) that among the possible individuals are 

instantaneous points of matter of various colors: blue, red, and so on. Then, according to (HW), 

for every spacetime composed of spatiotemporal points, there exists a homogeneous world that 

has the spacetime and is entirely of one color: a blue world, a red world, and so on. Can (HW) be 

used to support (D) by taking the class D to consist of appropriate parts of homogeneous worlds? 

If we make some rather strong assumptions about possible individuals and possible 

spatiotemporal structures, then (HW) can be used to support (D). Suppose, for example, that all 

possible individuals are composed entirely of instantaneous points of matter of just two colors, 
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blue and red, and that the only possible spacetime is Newtonian spacetime.38 Consider a 

categorical arrangement !! of a class of such individuals C!. Let D contain two possible 

individuals that can be characterized as follows: if w is a world that recombines C! according to 

!!, then one member of D is a duplicate of the fusion of all the blue matter in w, the other 

member is a duplicate of the fusion of all the red matter. (HW) guarantees that these two 

members of D exist. Moreover, the class D satisfies the conditions of (D): all arrangements of D 

will be equivalent to !! of C! because, intuitively, all ways of fitting together the two members 

of D result in the same possible world (or, at the least, indiscernible worlds).39 So, at least for this 

special class of worlds, it seems that a theory of plenitude need posit only (A3) and (HW); (LPR) 

can be derived. 

It would be unwise, however, to generalize from such a special case. A problem arises as 

soon as we move to worlds of four (or more) colors. Suppose that C contains four individuals: a 

red, a blue, and a green spherical ball, all of the same size and duration, and a yellow expanse of 

matter, infinite in all spatial and temporal dimensions, containing three holes into which the three 

balls exactly fit, all in a row. There are three arrangements of C depending upon whether the red, 

blue, or green ball is placed in the middle. (A3) guarantees only that at least one of these 

arrangements is realized. Can (HW) help in this case? No, (HW) does not provide for the 

existence of a class D that favors one of the arrangements over any other because C already 

                                                

38 The worlds composed out of these individuals will be plena; but what I say holds mutatis 
mutandis for Quine's Democritean worlds by replacing one of the colors with empty space. See 
Quine, "Propositional Objects," in Ontological Relativity and other Essays; see also Lewis's 
discussion in On the Plurality of Worlds, 90-91. 
39 [Lewis is agnostic as to whether there are distinct indiscernible worlds; see On the Plurality of 
Worlds, 224. In “Island Universes and the Analysis of Modality,” I argue against the identity of 
indiscernible worlds.]  
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contains maximal sums of uniform color. Thus, (A3) and (HW) together provide no guarantee 

that all three of the arrangements are realized at possible worlds; neither (D) nor (LPR) can be 

derived.40 I can think of no other plausible candidate to add to (A3) or (A3q) in hopes of deriving 

(LPR). I thus conclude that (LPR), not (A3) or (A3q), should be taken as a fundamental principle 

in a theory of plenitude. 

 

2.4.  Concluding Thought. Let us suppose that Lewis would agree that (LPR) must be taken as a 

fundamental principle of plenitude. The question remains why he so often drops the 

quantification over arrangements. Failure to think of the principle of recombination in terms of 

arrangements may have affected Lewis’s discussion of his initial attempt to formulate a principle 

of plenitude: 

(1) Absolutely every way a world could possibly be is a way that some world is. 

(p. 86) 

Lewis claimed that (1) “seems to be a principle of plenitude” but in fact is lacking in content. I 

argued in the introduction that there is a natural interpretation of (1) on which it expresses a 

substantial modal thesis, although not a principle of plenitude. That interpretation involved 

identifying ways a world could be with propositions according to an abundant conception of 

proposition: for any miscellaneous class of worlds, there is a way that those worlds are. But 

English expressions denoting propositions are most naturally interpreted according to some 

                                                

40 If we allow asymmetric spatiotemporal relations, such as occurred before, then the derivation 
of (LPR) fails even for three-colored worlds. For example, instantaneous red and blue balls of 
the same size embedded in yellow can be arranged so that either ball occurs before the other. 
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sparse conception of proposition.41 Thus, we might identify ways a world could be with 

propositions of the following sort: propositions that assert that some class of possible individuals 

is recombined according to some consistent arrangement. These propositions describe the 

various ways that a world could be, for at least one natural interpretation of ‘way’. Under this 

interpretation, (1) asserts that each such proposition is true at some possible world.42 No wonder 

Lewis says that (1) “seems to be a principle of plenitude”! On what is perhaps its most natural 

reading, it is identical with the principle of recombination that he accepts, (LPR). 

 

3. PLENITUDE OF WORLD-CONTENTS 

3.1. Principles Expressing the Denial of Necessary Connections. In this section, I begin by 

developing and discussing various versions of the Humean thesis that there are no necessary 

connections between distinct existents.43 I take as my starting point the second half of Lewis's 

initial formulation of his principle of recombination: 

(B) Anything can fail to coexist with anything else. 
                                                

41 See On the Plurality of Worlds, 59-69 for Lewis's discussion of abundant vs. sparse 
conceptions of properties and propositions. 
42 Note that, under this interpretation, Lewis can identify the propositions in question with 
classes of worlds without thereby making (1) trivial. However, this requires that the propositions 
be characterized in a way that does not entail that they are possible, that is, non-empty. If Lewis 
defines arrangements in terms of possible world-structures, as I have done, this requirement will 
be satisfied. 
43 [There is an ambiguity in ‘necessary connection’. On the narrow construal, two things are 
necessarily connected iff the existence of one necessitates the existence of the other. On the 
broad construal, two things (possibly in different worlds) are necessarily connected iff the 
existence or non-existence of one necessitates the existence or non-existence of the other. The 
broad construal takes “necessary exclusions” to be a kind of necessary connection. 
Correspondingly, the Humean denial of necessary connections between distinct existences – 
what in this chapter I call the “Humean thesis” – has both a narrow and a broad construal. Here, 
and in other papers in this volume, I have generally stuck to the narrow construal.]  
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I think that (B), properly understood in terms of duplicates, should find a place in a theory of 

plenitude, but not as a basic assumption. (B) can be proven from more basic principles of 

plenitude by either of two dissimilar routes. One can argue that anything can fail to coexist with 

anything else because, roughly, it is possible for either thing to have something else in its place. 

This argument rests upon a principle of plenitude for world-contents, what I call the principle of 

interchangeable parts (PIP). Or, one can argue that anything can fail to coexist with anything 

else because, roughly, it is possible for anything to exist all by itself, sans worldmates. This 

argument rests upon what I call the principle of solitude (PS), which in turn rests upon a 

principle of plenitude for world-structures requiring that certain sub-structures of possible world-

structures are themselves possible world-structures. In what follows, however, I do not argue 

directly for (B). (B) needs to be generalized before it can be taken to adequately express the 

Humean thesis. In this section, I consider a number of generalizations and strengthenings of (B), 

some of which provide plausible candidates for the Humean thesis. Again, these strengthenings 

of (B) can be defended either by invoking (PIP) or by invoking (PS). I defend (PIP) in this 

section and adopt it as a fundamental principle of plenitude for world-contents; I defend (PS) [in 

a postscript to “Plenitude of Possible Structures.”] 

In developing precise formulations of principles that generalize and strengthen (B), I ask 

analogs of the first three questions that were asked in connection with (A). (1) Over what entities 

do the quantifiers in (B) range? We took the quantifiers in (A) to range over arbitrary possible 

individuals; but on the most natural rendering of (B), the quantifiers are restricted in two ways. 

First, the Humean thesis is most naturally understood as the denial of necessary connections 

between worldmates, individuals existing at a single world. This contrasts with (A), and 

principles of recombination generally, which are naturally understood as applying not only to 
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worldmates, but also to individuals from different worlds. Second, the Humean principle denies 

the existence of necessary connections between worldmates that are distinct, that is, non-

overlapping. For, in what sense can a thing fail to coexist with itself, or with a part of itself? This 

second restriction also contrasts with principles of recombination, which, when interpreted in 

terms of duplicates, can be applied without problem to overlapping individuals. 

(2) What does (B) assert when the relation ‘can fail to coexist with’ is interpreted in terms 

of duplicates? Taking the above restrictions into account, the most direct translation of (B) 

results in: 

(B0) For any two non-overlapping worldmates a and b, there is a world containing 

a duplicate of a but no duplicate of b. 

Thus, using an illustration of Lewis’s: if at some world there exists a living human body with a 

talking head, then at some world there exists a duplicate of the talking head but no duplicate of 

the rest of the human body. 

As it stands, however, (B0) is false and needs to be modified. Consider non-overlapping 

worldmates a and b where b is a duplicate of a part of a. Contra (B0), every world containing a 

duplicate of a contains a duplicate of b. There are two ways one might modify (B0) in order to 

remedy this problem. The first simply restricts the application of (B0) as follows: 

(B0.1) For any two non-overlapping worldmates a and b, neither of which is a 

duplicate of a part of the other, there is a world containing a duplicate of a but 

no duplicate of b. 

However, (B0.1) fails to capture the full Humean intent of (B). Consider, for example, a world 

that contains exactly two non-overlapping, duplicate globes. Since the globes are distinct 
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existents, the Humean denial of necessary connections should apply and require that one such 

globe can exist without any other such globe. But in what sense can one of the two globes exist 

without the other? We cannot say that there is a world that contains a duplicate of the one but no 

duplicate of the other; but we can say that there is a world that contains a duplicate of the one 

and no duplicate of the other that it is not required to contain in virtue of containing a duplicate 

of the one. This suggests that, in formulating (B), ‘anything can fail to coexist with anything 

else’ be interpreted in terms of duplicates as follows: 

(B1) For any two non-overlapping worldmates a and b, there is a world that 

contains a duplicate of a, and that contains no duplicate of b that is not a part 

of that duplicate of a. 

Both (B0.1) and (B1) avoid the counterexample to (B0). But whereas (B0.1) unnecessarily 

restricts the application of the principle, (B1) succeeds in keeping the principle unrestricted by 

using a special – although still natural – interpretation of ‘can fail to coexist with’.44 

(3) Does (B) need to be strengthened in order to rule out necessary connections between 

more than two things? It is compatible with (B1) that there be three non-overlapping 

worldmates, any pair of which can fail to coexist, although each must coexist with at least one of 

the other two. Thus, although (B1) rules out necessary connections between two non-overlapping 

worldmates, it does not rule out necessary connections between three or more non-overlapping 

worldmates. If all such necessary connections are to be ruled out, (B1) must be strengthened as 

follows: 

                                                

44 Lewis does not discuss the problematic applications of (B). He says that ‘can fail to coexist’ 
should be interpreted in terms of duplicates (p. 89), but does not say how this should be done. 
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(B2) For any class C of non-overlapping worldmates, and any member a of C, there 

is a world that contains a duplicate of a, and that contains no duplicate of any 

other member of C unless that duplicate is a part of that duplicate of a. 

(B2) provides a plausible candidate for the Humean denial of necessary connections. But note 

that, although (B2) rules out necessary connections between non-overlapping worldmates, it does 

not rule out necessary connections between individuals taken from different worlds. It is 

compatible with (B2) that there be three individuals from three different worlds, any pair of 

which can fail to coexist, although each must coexist with at least one of the other two. How 

might such transworld necessary connections be ruled out? 

The transworld case could be ruled out directly by dropping the requirement in (B2) that C 

be a class of worldmates; but that, I think, would go against the spirit of the Humean thesis. 

Alternatively, the transworld case can be ruled out indirectly by first applying (A2), which 

guarantees the existence of a single world at which all three individuals have non-overlapping 

duplicates, and then applying (B2) to these non-overlapping duplicates to attain the desired 

result. This suggests that one way to rule out all necessary connections is to adopt a principle that 

subsumes both (A2) and (B2) as a special case. Such a principle would assert that, for any class 

D of possible individuals, and any non-overlapping partition45 of D into subclasses C and C!, all 

of the members of C can coexist without any of the members of C!. This can be made precise by 

introducing the following definition: a world w recombines C without C! iff w contains some 

class E that copies C, and if w contains any duplicate of any member of C!, then that duplicate is 

                                                

45 I call a partition of D non-overlapping iff no member of any cell of D overlaps any member of 
any other cell of D. Whenever I consider a partition of a class D into subclasses C and C!, I 
assume that D and C are non-empty; C! may or may not be empty. 
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part of the fusion of E. (Recall that E copies C at w iff (1) E is a non-overlapping class of 

individuals that exist at w, and (2) there is a one-to-one correspondence between E and C that 

maps each member of C onto a duplicate of itself in E.) The principle we desire can now be 

expressed as follows: 

(C2) For any class of possible individuals D and any non-overlapping partition of D 

into subclasses C and C!, there is a world that recombines C without C!. 

Clearly, (C2) entails (B2): just let the first subclass of the partition C contain only one member. 

Moreover, (C2) entails (A2): just let the second subclass of the partition C! be empty. 

Conversely, (C2) asserts nothing not already asserted by (A2) and (B2): (A2) and (B2) together 

entail (C2).46  

 (C2) can be given a somewhat simpler, though equivalent, formulation.  Consider any 

class of possible individuals C.  Let C! be the class of all possible individuals that do not overlap 

                                                

46 Proof that (A2) and (B2) entail (C2): Let D be any class of possible individuals. Consider a 
non-overlapping partition of D into subclasses C and C!. By (A2), there is a world w that 
recombines D. Let F be any class that copies D at w. F can be partitioned into E and E! such that 
E copies C and E! copies C!. {fusion of E} ∪ E! is a class of non-overlapping worldmates, since 
F is; so (B2) can be applied to this class. This results in a world v such that (1) v contains a 
duplicate of the fusion of E, and so recombines E – and hence C; and (2) v contains no duplicate 
of any member of E! – and hence of C! – that is not a part of that duplicate of the fusion of E. 
Thus, v recombines C without C!, as was to be shown.  
Note that just as (A2) and (B2) can be subsumed under a single principle of plenitude (C2), so 
(A3) and (B2) can be subsumed under a single principle of plenitude strong enough to entail 
(PD): 

(C3) For any class of possible individuals D, any non-overlapping partition of D 
into subclasses C and C!, and any numbering Φ of C, there is a world that 
recombines CΦ without C!. 
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any member of C. Then C and C! form a non-overlapping partition of the class C ∪ C!. Applying 

(C2), we get that there is a world w that recombines C without C!.  In other words: 

(C2)!  For any class of possible individuals C, there is a world that contains a class 

E that copies C and such that all possible individuals existing at the world are 

parts of the fusion of E. 

Conversely, (C2) follows from (C2)!: consider any class D and non-overlapping partition into 

subclasses C and C!; it follows immediately from (C2)! that there is a world that recombines C 

without C!. (C2)! expresses directly the combinatorial nature of our Humean theory of plenitude: 

starting from any class of possible individuals, we can “build” a world having among its contents 

only recombinations of those individuals and their parts. 

Let us focus henceforth on the formulation given by (C2). Since (A2) is an unqualified 

principle of recombination, (C2) is unqualified as well, and shares (A2)’s controversial status. 

(C2) provides a natural strengthening of the Humean thesis: it denies, without qualification, both 

the existence of necessary connections and the existence of necessary exclusions between the 

members of arbitrary classes of possible individuals. But, of course, whoever accepts only a 

qualified principle of recombination, such as (A3q) or (LPR), will correspondingly accept only a 

qualified version of (C2) containing the proviso that there be some consistent arrangement of C. 

To state a principle that qualifies and strengthens (C2), we can define: a world w recombines C 

according to an arrangement ! but without C! iff w recombines C according to ! and w 

recombines C without C!. Then a principle that subsumes (LPR) and (B2) is: 
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(C4) For any class of possible individuals D, for any non-overlapping partition of D 

into subclasses C and C!, for any consistent arrangement ! of D, there is an 

arrangement ℬ that agrees with ! on C and a world that recombines C 

according to ℬ but without C!.47 

Note that (C4) qualifies and strengthens (C2), just as (LPR) qualified and strengthened (A2), by 

switching, in effect, from an existential to a universal quantifier. Moreover, just as (A2) was a 

special case of (C2), so (LPR) is a special case of (C4): again, take the class C! to be empty. And 

(B2) is a special case of (C4):  again, take the class C to have a single member. Indeed, (C4) is 

equivalent to the conjunction of (LPR) and (B2).48 Perhaps, then, (C4) rather than (LPR) best 

deserves to be called the Lewis’s principle of recombination.49 In any case, I find no clear 

                                                

47 Arrangements ! and ℬ agree on C iff C is a subclass of both the domain of ! and the domain 
of ℬ, and the structure within which ! arranges and the structure within which ℬ arranges have 
a common sub-structure such that, for any member of C, ! and ℬ map that member to the same 
place or places in that common sub-structure. 
48 Proof that (LPR) and (B2) entail (C4). Let D be any class of possible individuals.  Consider 
any non-overlapping partition of D into C and C!. Let ! be any consistent arrangement of D. By (LPR), there is a world w that recombines D according to !.  Let E be a class that copies C in w, and E! a class that copies C!. Apply (B2) to {fusion of E} ∪ E! to get a world v that recombines {fusion of E} without E!. Note, first, that v recombines C without C!. Note, second, that there is a class in v that copies C, since there is a class that copies E, and E copies C. Let ℬ be an arrangement that maps each member of C to the place occupied by its duplicate in a class that copies C in v. ℬ agrees with ! on C, and v recombines C according to ℬ. Putting this together, we have that there is a world that recombines C according to ℬ but without C!. 
49 Lewis’s claim that “anything alien can coexist, or fail to coexist, with anything else alien, or 
with anything else not alien, in any arrangement permitted by shape and size” (p. 92) might 
suggest a version of (C4) applied to two (alien) individuals. But its sense is unclear. What is it 
for two possible individuals to fail to coexist according to an arrangement? If it is just to fail to 
coexist, full stop, then Lewis is endorsing something weaker than (C4). (C4) requires, so to 
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endorsement in Lewis's writing of any of the proffered generalizations of (B), or of principles 

such as (PIP) or (PS) that entail (B); so it is unclear which, if any, of the generalizations Lewis 

would accept.50 

One might wonder just what the relation is between (LPR) and (B2). As already noted, 

(LPR) does not entail (B2). If logical space consisted of a single, homogeneous world with 

multiple atomic parts, then (LPR) would hold trivially but (B2) would be false. (Recall: a world 

is homogeneous iff any two parts of the world have duplicate subparts.) Nonetheless, most 

applications of the Humean thesis – for example, Humean arguments that causes are not 

necessarily connected with their effects – can be secured by (LPR) alone. For example, consider 

two possible individuals a and b in a world w where a immediately precedes b; a might be a cue 

ball moving towards a collision with the eight ball, and b might be the eight ball heading off after 

the collision. If w is sufficiently qualitatively diverse – as the actual world surely is – then there 

is bound to be in w an individual c that is the same shape and size as b, but that is not a duplicate 

of b. Now consider an arrangement ! that differs from w’s world arrangement in that it maps c 

to the places occupied by b or by duplicates of b. By (LPR), there is a world that recombines the 

individuals in w (other than b and its duplicates) according to !, and in such a world duplicates 

                                                                                                                                                       

speak, that we can get rid of the things we don’t want to exist while holding fixed the 
arrangement of those we want to exist. [See the postscript for further discussion of how best to 
formulate Lewis’s principle of recombination.] 
50 [This is no longer true. In work written after On the Plurality of Worlds, Lewis endorsed (PS) 
which, as already noted, entails (B2) and, together with (LPR), (C4). See Langton and Lewis, 
“Defining ‘Intrinsic’,” 341. In the terminology of that paper, (PS) is the assumption that 
“everything has a lonely duplicate.” They write: “that assumption is part of an attractive 
combinatorial conception of possibility such as that advanced on pp. 87-92 of On the Plurality of 
Worlds.” But endorsing (PS) may be problematic for Lewis. In “Island Universes and the 
Analysis of Modality,” I argue that (PS) can be used to support the possibility of island 
universes, the denial of which is central to Lewis’s theory.] 
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of a are not followed by duplicates of b. Thus, the Humean view that causes are not necessarily 

connected with their effects – at least in the actual world – need not appeal to any principle 

beyond (LPR). Perhaps that helps explain why Lewis sometimes seems to take (LPR) by itself to 

be the full principle of recombination (e.g., p. 101). 

 

3.2. Plenitude of World-Contents:  The Principle of Interchangeable Parts. I turn now to the 

justification of (B2). Why should we believe that whenever C is a class of non-overlapping 

worldmates at some world w, any member a of C can exist without any of the other members of 

C? The first argument I will consider invokes a principle of the plenitude of world-contents to 

the effect that, without changing the spatiotemporal structure of w or the location of a, the 

individuals in w we want to get rid of can all be replaced. The replacement must satisfy two 

conditions if it is to show that a can exist without the other members of C: (1) we must replace 

not just the members of C - {a}, but all duplicates of members of C - {a} that are not part of a; 

and (2) we must replace individuals in such a way that no duplicate of a member of C - {a} can 

be reconstituted by the process of replacement. A principle sufficient to guarantee that the 

replacement in question can always be carried out I call the principle of interchangeable parts. 

To formulate the principle, I need two definitions. First, consider any world w, and any full, 

consistent arrangement ! such that w recombines according to !.51 Suppose that ! maps some 

individual a to some place p. Then, a world v is exactly like w except that a has been replaced by 

a' iff there is an arrangement !' just like ! except that !' maps a' instead of a to p, and v 

                                                

51 Recall that an arrangement ! within a spatiotemporal structure S is full iff every place in S is 
part of the fusion of the places to which ! maps an individual. Say that w recombines according 
to ! iff C is the domain of ! and w recombines C according to !. 
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recombines according to !'. Second, an individual (or world) is alien to another individual (or 

world) iff no part of one is a duplicate of any part of the other.52 The principle of interchangeable 

parts can be expressed as follows: 

(PIP) For any world w and any individual b existing at w, there is a world exactly 

like w except that b has been replaced by an individual alien to b. 

(PIP) entails (B2). Proof: Consider any class C of non-overlapping individuals existing at a 

world w, and any member a of C. Let b be the complement of a at w, that is, let b be the unique 

individual existing at w such that a and b do not overlap, and such that w is the fusion of a and b. 

Now apply (PIP) to b. This results in a world v exactly like w except that b has been replaced by 

an individual alien to b. Clearly, v contains a duplicate of a, since only the complement of a has 

been replaced. Moreover, since every member of C - {a} is a part of b, and b has been replaced 

by an individual alien to b, no duplicate of any member of C - {a} exists at v that is not a part of 

the duplicate of a. Thus, (B2) holds. 

The above proof shows that one way to defend the Humean principle (B2) is to defend the 

stronger (PIP). Before turning to the defense of (PIP), however, I want to examine the role that 

(PIP) plays in a theory of plenitude. (PIP) expresses the plenitude of world-contents without 

implying anything about the plenitude of world-structures or of recombinations. By itself, (PIP) 

                                                

52 This is essentially Lewis’s definition of ‘alien’; see On the Plurality of Worlds, 91-92. We can 
say that an individual is alien, for short, iff it is alien to the actual world. Note that an alien 
individual need not instantiate any alien fundamental properties; it may instead instantiate non-
alien fundamental properties in an alien way. A stronger notion of alien individual can be 
introduced by quantifying over fundamental properties, i.e., non-spatiotemporal parts: an 
individual is alien to another individual (in the strong sense) iff no part of one instantiates a 
fundamental property that is instantiated by any part of the other. In a framework that allowed 
principles of plenitude to quantify over fundamental properties, the resulting (PIP) is a stronger 
principle, requiring alien replacements in the stronger sense of ‘alien’. 
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implies nothing as to which world-structures are possible: indeed, it is compatible with there 

being only a single world-structure. By itself, (PIP) implies nothing as to which possible 

individuals can be recombined: it is compatible with there being individuals from different 

worlds that cannot be recombined within a single world; and it is compatible with there being 

individuals within a single world that cannot in any way be rearranged. Nonetheless, (PIP) is a 

powerful principle that contains within it everything that can be said (in the present framework) 

about the plenitude of world-contents. It expresses, I think, one of the three fundamental 

principles of modal plenitude.53 

To further illuminate (PIP), I mention and discuss some important consequences. First, if 

we take the individual b in (PIP) to be the entire world w, we have what I call the principle of 

alien worlds: 

(PAW) For any world w, there is a world having the same spatiotemporal structure 

but that is alien to w. 

To illustrate: If all actual individuals are composed of three kinds of quark, then there is an alien 

possible world spatiotemporally just like the actual world but at which none of these kinds of 

quark appear. 

For an application of (PAW), consider a world w whose spacetime is composed of 

spatiotemporal points, and suppose that some of these points are unoccupied by matter, or 

                                                

53 [If one amends (C4) so as to require that the arrangements ! and ℬ are arrangements within 
the same spatiotemporal structure, what results is a stronger principle that entails both (LPR) and 
(PIP), and so could replace them as a single fundamental principle of plenitude. But that, I think, 
would hide from view the way in which the plenitude of recombinations as given by (LPR) and 
the plenitude of world-contents as given by (PIP) are independent cornerstones for a theory of 
plenitude.] 
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anything else.54 Any world v spatiotemporally just like w but alien to w cannot contain an 

unoccupied region of spacetime, lest v and w contain duplicate parts: unoccupied spacetime 

points. Thus, (PAW) implies the existence of worlds that are plena: worlds at which every region 

of spacetime is occupied. It also follows that no region of any possible spacetime is necessarily 

empty, and that no possible world – not even a world devoid of matter – can be completely 

characterized by giving only its spatiotemporal structure.55 

For an additional illustration, I consider a principle slightly stronger than (PIP). 

Applications of the plenitude of world-contents typically involve the claim that any possible 

individual a can be replaced by an individual alien, not just to a itself, but to the entire world at 

which a exists. More precisely, we have what I call the principle of alien individuals: 

(PAI) For any world w and any individual a existing at w, there is a world exactly 

like w except that a has been replaced by an individual alien to w. 

Although (PAI) does not follow from (PIP) alone, it does follow from (PIP) together with (LPR). 

Proof: Apply (PAW) to w to get a world v that has the same spatiotemporal structure as w but 

that is alien to w. Let a' be the individual at v that replaces a. (If the structure has an appropriate 

symmetry, it may be indeterminate which individual at v replaces a; in that case, choose one such 

individual arbitrarily to be a'.) Consider the arrangement ! that maps a' to the place occupied by 

a at w and maps the complement of a, w – a, to the place it occupies at w. By (LPR), there is a 

                                                

54 I suppose that there are worlds with empty regions of spacetime, although this does not follow 
from any principle defended in this work. The question has little application to the actual world 
since radiation, at the least, permeates all of spacetime. 
55 What about a world at which Wheeler's geometrodynamics is true? Isn't such a world 
completely characterized by the structure of its spacetime? No, one must also add an assertion 
about content, namely, that no region of spacetime is occupied.  
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world u that recombines the doubleton {a', w - a} according to !. World u is exactly like w 

except that a has been replaced by an individual alien to w, as desired.56 

There is one final piece of business before turning to a defense of (PIP). Thus far, we have 

endorsed principles of plenitude that ensure that the existence of some possible individuals does 

not entail the existence of other (distinct) possible individuals, and that the existence of some 

possible individuals does not entail the non-existence of other possible individuals. That is, we 

have endorsed principles that rule out necessary connections and necessary exclusions. But a 

complete Humean account of plenitude must also ensure that the non-existence of some 

individuals does not entail the existence of other possible individuals.57 We need a principle that 

rules out, so to speak, necessary disjunctions between existents. Thus, consider two possible 

individuals, a and b. Stated in terms of possible worlds, what we need to ensure is that there is a 

world in which neither a nor b has a duplicate. If we generalize to arbitrary classes, we get: for 

any class C, there is a world that contains no duplicate of any member of C. But that bare 

generalization is trivially false, as is seen by letting C be the class of all possible individuals. 

What we want, then, to express the denial of necessary disjunctions, is the followed qualified 

version: 

(DND) For any class C, if there is a world that recombines C, then there is a world 

that contains no duplicate of any member of C. 

                                                

56 [Another consequence of (PIP) is what I call the principle of heterogeneity. See “All Worlds in 
One” for the derivation and an application of this principle.] 
57 The fourth case, that the non-existence of some possible individuals does not entail the non-
existence of some other (distinct) possible individuals, is already covered by the denial of 
necessary connections. 
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We needn’t, however, posit (DND) as an additional fundamental principle of plenitude: (DND) 

follows from (LPR) and (PIP). Proof: Consider any C, and suppose there is a world that 

recombines C. Let D be a class that copies C at the world. Now apply (PAI) to the fusion of the 

members of D. This results in a world that has no duplicate of any member of D, and thus no 

duplicate of any member of C, as needed to be shown. 

(DND) settles the question: does any possible individual necessarily exist in the sense that 

every world contains a duplicate of it? If in (DND) we let C contain a single possible individual, 

we arrive at the following principle of contingent existence: 

(PCE) For any individual a, there is a world that contains no individual that is a 

duplicate of a. 

One might wonder if spacetime points violate (PCE), since all worlds, we have supposed, have 

spatiotemporal structure, and all spacetime points are duplicates of one another. But, first, 

although all worlds have spatiotemporal structure, it does not follow that all worlds have 

spacetime points. And second, even if spacetime points did exist at every world, that would not 

be a violation of (PCE) unless they existed at every world as individuals, that is, as 

spatiotemporal parts of the world. But they don't. When spacetime points are occupied, they are 

not individuals, but non-spatiotemporal parts thereof. Since there are worlds at which every 

spacetime point is occupied, there are worlds that do not include spacetime points among their 

individuals; (PCE) is thus vindicated.58 

 

                                                

58 If worlds are taken to have vertical as well as horizontal structure, then principles of plenitude 
for world-contents such as (PIP) and (PCE) should apply only to the universals and tropes that 
are distributed throughout spacetime, not to the spacetime points themselves. 
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3.3. Why Accept That Aliens are Possible, and Necessarily Possible? I turn now to the defense 

of (PIP) and its corollaries. How does one defend a metaphysical principle such as (PIP)? 

Metaphysics is not autonomous. On the contrary, metaphysics must serve two masters: science 

and common sense. When these two are at odds, one or the other must take precedence; thus are 

many metaphysical disputes born.59 Fortunately, with respect to principles of modal plenitude, 

the demands of science and common sense seem to coincide. Both, I think, support the adoption 

of (PIP). 

Common sense places demands upon the metaphysics of modality by way of modal 

intuitions, ordinary ways of thinking about what might and what must be the case. One such 

modal intuition is that any part of the world – indeed, the entire world – could have been 

composed of different stuff than it is. That is not to say that the basic kinds of stuff could have 

been rearranged so as to create different complex kinds of stuff; the distinction between basic 

and complex doesn't come into it. Rather, the intuition is that the stuff of the world could have 

been different all the way down the line. (PIP) provides a natural expression of this intuition 

within the present framework of possible worlds. 

Appeals to unsupported modal intuition notoriously lack the power to persuade: the doubter 

can simply claim not to have the intuition. But in this case the intuition is supported by the 

practice of science; and appeals to accepted canons of scientific practice are not so easily 

                                                

59 For example, some disputes over the nature of time, or cause, or identity can be understood in 
this way. Not all metaphysical disputes, of course, can be traced to the competing demands of 
science and common sense. Moreover, I do not mean to suggest that there is a clear line where 
common sense leaves off and science begins. [Today I would place more weight on rational 
insight, guided by philosophical reflection. I am hesitant to include this under “common sense” 
because the requisite reflection is by no means common. And, although I still think that science 
sets much of the agenda for metaphysical theorizing, I do not think that being of service to 
science is a mark of truth. See my “Realism Without Parochialism.”] 
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dismissed. I claim that science presupposes the plenitude of world-contents by sanctioning the 

construction of theories that posit new, fundamental entities and properties. At any rate, this will 

be true on a realist interpretation of scientific theories. No theory is ruled out as impossible 

simply because it posits entities that are alien to entities posited by accepted theories. At any 

given time, science considers the possibility of numerous theories, many of which posit entities 

alien to some of the others. It follows that science accepts the existence of numerous worlds that 

are alien, in whole or in part, to one another. Consider, for example, the nineteenth century 

debate between the corpuscular theory and the wave theory of light. To get from a world at 

which one theory is true to a world at which the other is true, one must replace all parts of the 

world containing light by alien parts. That both of these theories were taken to be possible can be 

interpreted, I think, as an implicit endorsement of (PIP), or one of its corollaries. I conclude that 

a realist interpretation of scientific theories requires the acceptance of the plenitude of world-

contents, in some form or other. 

But do the above arguments require that (PIP) be accepted in full generality? It might be 

objected that a weaker account of the plenitude of world-contents can also satisfy the demands of 

science and common sense. The account has a metaphysical and an epistemic part. According to 

the metaphysical part, plenitude of world-contents requires only that (PIP) apply to the possible 

worlds of some limited class W.60 That is, (PIP) is replaced by: 

(PIP)* For any world w in W, and any individual b existing at w, there is a world 

exactly like w except that b has been replaced by an individual alien to b. 

                                                

60 What might be a plausible candidate for W? That is my opponent’s problem, not mine. But, in 
case it is helpful to have some specific class in mind, perhaps letting W be the class of worlds 
with finitely many fundamental kinds of individual, would result in versions of (PIP)* that my 
opponent would accept. For discussion, see below. 
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The corollaries to (PIP) are similarly restricted. For example, (PAW)* says only that any world 

in W has a world alien to it. On this account, as opposed to mine, the plenitude of world-contents 

is compatible with the existence of an “especially rich” world to which no possible world or 

individual is alien. 

The second part of the account attempts to accommodate the demands of science and 

common sense by adding an epistemic claim: for all we know, the actual world is one of the 

deprived worlds, one of the worlds to which other worlds are alien. The modal intuitions I have 

used to support the plenitude of world-contents can then be given an epistemic twist. The 

intuitions arise, not from our general knowledge of logical space, but from ignorance of our 

location in logical space. We say that the world could have been made of different stuff, not 

because we know that any world has a world alien to it, but because we do not know that the 

actual world does not have a world alien to it. Thus, the ‘could’ is interpreted as in part 

epistemic: for all we know, there are worlds made out of different stuff than the actual world. 

Similarly, the scientific practice referred to above reflects not knowledge, but ignorance. Science 

gives free rein to theories that posit entities alien to entities already accepted, not because we 

know that we have not catalogued all the kinds of entities that possibly exist, but because, even if 

we have, we can never know that we have. So goes the account opposed to my own. 

David Lewis appears to hold this weaker account of the plenitude of world-contents, 

although he does not relate his account to what I have called the demands of science and 

common sense. He writes: 

A world to which no individuals, worlds, or properties are alien would be an 

especially rich world. There is no reason to think we are privileged to inhabit such a 

world. Therefore any acceptable account of possibility must make provision for 
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alien possibilities. So it won't do to say that all worlds are generated by 

recombination from parts of this world, individuals which are possible because they 

are actual. We can't get the alien possibilities just by rearranging non-alien ones. 

Thus our principle of recombination falls short of capturing all the plenitude of 

possibilities. (p. 92). 

From this passage, it is clear that Lewis would endorse some principle of plenitude for world-

contents; but the principle he would endorse cannot be (PIP) or he would reject “especially rich” 

worlds out of hand. This passage commits Lewis only to the weaker (PIP)* (for some appropriate 

choice of W), together with the epistemic claim mentioned above. Perhaps Lewis would say that 

there are some specific world-contents – electrons, quarks, what have you – that we know to be 

possible, and so to exist at some possible world; but (PIP)* is the only general principle of 

world-contents accepted by Lewis.61 

I will present two objections to Lewis's account. First, the account is plausible only if, as 

suggested above, I have misconstrued my own modal intuitions. But I well know the difference 

between epistemic and logical possibility. When I say that the world could have been made of 

different stuff, I make a claim about the extent of logical space, not about my ignorance of my 

location in logical space. Similarly, we believe that scientific theories that posit new kinds of 

quark, or what have you, are logically possible, not just that, for all we know, they might be 
                                                

61 Lewis sometimes incautiously adds that we know, or have good reason to believe, that the 
actual world is not “especially rich.” But whence comes this knowledge if not from (PIP)? He 
apparently believes that, because especially rich worlds are “special,” it is “more likely” that we 
do not inhabit an especially rich world (p. 159). This suggests that there is some sense in which 
the especially rich worlds are outnumbered by the deprived worlds. But all the arguments I can 
think of are open to the same sorts of criticism that Lewis himself levels at Forrest's claim that, 
according to modal realism, it is more likely that we inhabit an inductively deceptive world than 
not (pp. 118-23). For example, it is easily checked that, on plausible assumptions about world-
structures, there are the same number of especially rich worlds as there are worlds in toto. 
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logically possible. However, since it is difficult to speak for the intuitions of others, and since the 

epistemic move in question could account for the tolerance of theoretical posits in science, I turn 

without further ado to the second objection, which is this. Any principled choice of W will 

introduce an unwelcome arbitrariness into the characterization of logical space. It will make an 

invidious distinction between those worlds that are required by the theory to have worlds alien to 

them, and those that are not so required. For what could be the basis for such a distinction? 

Presumably, it would have to be based on the number of fundamental kinds of individual at the 

world, holding that only worlds with that number of fundamental kinds, or fewer, are required to 

have alien worlds. But what could justify treating worlds on one side of that limit differently 

from those on the other side? Moreover, the choice of any such limit would be obnoxiously 

arbitrary. In another context, Lewis suggested the arbitrariness would be avoided if there is some 

“natural break” in the series of cardinal numbers.62 But if there are many natural breaks – as there 

surely are – then arbitrariness is reintroduced by having to choose one such break over the 

others. It is a general constraint on an adequate theory of plenitude, it seems to me, that it 

nowhere mention any particular cardinal number (other than zero or one). To do so would 

inevitably undermine the theory’s primary goal, namely, to characterize the logical space of 

worlds without introducing arbitrariness.63  

                                                

62 [See Lewis’s attempt to justify a limitation on the sizes of possible spacetimes in On the 
Plurality of Worlds, 103. See my “Plenitude of Possible Structures” for further discussion.] 
63 [Another proposal would be to let W be worlds that are “sufficiently like the actual world.” 
The resulting (PIP)* might be strong enough to support intuitions about the possibility of aliens 
and the scientific practice of positing new fundamental theories. But I am not satisfied. For one 
thing, the resulting account of plenitude rests upon an unspecified and vague similarity relation 
that should be no part of fundamental metaphysics. Worse, the resulting account leads to a type 
of parochialism: it gives the actual world and its inhabitants a special role in determining the 
scope of the possible. It is a general constraint on an adequate theory of plenitude, it seems to 
me, that it nowhere mention the actual world or its inhabitants.] 
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I thus accept (PIP) alongside (LPR) as a fundamental principle of plenitude. But are these 

two principles even logically compatible? Doesn’t (LPR) when applied to the class of all 

possible individuals lead to an “especially rich” world in violation of (PIP)? Not necessarily. For 

(LPR) is a qualified principle of recombination: it requires that there be a world that recombines 

a given class of individuals only if there exists an arrangement of that class within some possible 

spatiotemporal structure. If the following two conditions are met, then (LPR) and (PIP) will not 

conflict: first, there must be too many possible individuals for them to form a set, a claim that I 

argue for in “Plenitude of Possible Structures”; and, second, there must be no spatiotemporal 

structure with enough places to accommodate proper-class many possible individuals. Moreover, 

it must be argued on independent grounds that these two conditions are met, so that the defense 

of (LPR) and (PIP) will not be ad hoc. In “All Worlds in One,” I argue on the basis of an 

independently motivated principle of plenitude for world-structures that both conditions are met. 

 

3.4. Necessary Connections and the Principle of Solitude. Let us return briefly to the Humean 

principle (B2). We have seen that one way to support (B2) is to invoke the plenitude of world-

contents as expressed by (PIP). But there is another way. Instead of replacing the individuals we 

want to get rid of by alien individuals, we can eliminate them altogether along with the parts of 

spacetime that they occupy. We can argue that any individual can exist without its worldmates 

because any individual can exist alone. This argument requires that any possible individual can 

itself be an entire world, what I call the principle of solitude: 
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(PS) For any possible individual a, there is a world containing a duplicate of a, and 

containing no individual that is not a part of that duplicate of a.64 

To see that (B2) follows from (PS), just consider any class C of non-overlapping worldmates at a 

world w, and any member a of C. By (PS), there is a world containing nothing but a duplicate of 

a and its parts. It follows immediately that the world contains no duplicate of any member of C -

{a} that is not a part of the duplicate of a, which establishes (B2). This shows that a theory of 

plenitude can reject the alien individuals provided by the plenitude of world-contents but still 

accept the Humean denial of necessary connections. Indeed, it is interesting to note that on a 

theory that accepted an unqualified principle of recombination, such as (A2), and thus posited a 

world that recombines the class of all possible individuals (pace (PIP)), (PS) follows from (B2), 

and so (PS) and (B2) are equivalent relative to (A2).65 The question remains, however, whether 

or not to accept (PS). If every part of a possible spacetime is itself a possible spacetime, then 

(PS) will follow by an application of (LPR). This brings us once again to the question which 

world-structures are possible, a question to which I now turn.66 

  

                                                

64 [I did not realize when this was written that (PS) must be restricted to connected individuals 
lest it entail, contra Lewis, that there are worlds with disconnected spacetimes. In “Island 
Universes and the Analysis of Modality,” I consider versions of (PS) that do not need to be 
restricted in this way. But they can only be accepted if, like me, one accepts absolute actuality.] 
65 [This is another illustration of how an unqualified principle of recombination has implications 
for what spatiotemporal structures are possible. And so another reason why, if plenitude of 
recombinations is to be kept separate from plenitude of world-structures, the principle of 
recombination should be qualified. See more on the relation between (PS) and the combinatorial 
principles (A2) and (B2), see the postscript.] 
66 [As noted at the beginning, the original section 4 of this paper on plenitude of world-structures 
has now been superseded by “Plenitude of Possible Structures” and its Postscript.] 
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Postscript to “Principles of Plenitude” (2016) 

 

The most detailed attempts in the literature to provide precise formulations of a Lewisian 

principle of recombination are Efird and Stoneham’s “What is the Principle of Recombination?” 

and Darby and Watson’s “Lewis’s Principle of Recombination: Reply to Efird and Stoneham.”1 

It is interesting and instructive to compare their formulations with my own. The comparison will 

highlight what I take to be an important contribution of my account, namely, the tripartite 

division of a theory of plenitude into independent components: plenitude of recombinations, 

plenitude of world-structures, and plenitude of world-contents. Failure to keep these components 

distinct has led each of these author pairs to attempt to provide formulations that do too much. In 

particular, both author pairs hold that an adequate principle of recombination should entail what I 

call the Principle of Solitude, roughly, that anything can exist all by itself. But that principle does 

not follow from any appropriately qualified principle of recombination; it requires for its support 

the plenitude of world-structures. Moreover, both author pairs hold that an adequate principle of 

recombination should entail what I call the Principle of Contingent Existence, roughly, that 

anything can fail to exist. But that principle does not follow from any principle of recombination, 

qualified or unqualified; it requires for its support the plenitude of world-contents, the possibility 

of alien individuals. Thus, the formulations of the principle of recombination that these author 

pairs provide are bound to miss their mark. 

 

                                                

1"David"Efird"and"Tom"Stoneham,"“What"is"the"Principle"of"Recombination?”"Dialectica"62"
(2008),"483G494."George"Darby"and"Duncan"Watson,"“Lewis’s"Principle"of"Recombination:"
Reply"to"Efird"and"Stoneham,”"Dialectica"64"(2010),"435G445."See"also"Daniel"Nolan,"
“Recombination"Unbound,”"Philosophical-Studies"84,"239G262."
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I begin by reviewing how the Principle of Solitude (PS) and the Principle of Contingent 

Existence (PCE) fit into the Lewisian framework presented above in “Principles of Plenitude.” 

The Principle of Solitude, recall, when formulated in terms of duplicates, is this: 

(PS) For any possible individual a, there is a world containing a duplicate of a, and 

containing no individual that is not a part of that duplicate of a. 

How does (PS) relate to a combinatorial (Humean) conception of possibility according to which 

distinct existences are modally independent of one another? An informal argument for (PS) 

might go something like this: On a combinatorial conception of possibility, anything can exist 

without anything else; by letting the ‘anything else’ be ‘everything else’, we get that anything 

can exist all by itself. Can this argument be formalized within the Lewisian framework 

introduced above? Indeed, it is essentially the argument I used above to show that (C2) entails 

(C2)! (pp. 32-3). And (PS) is just a special case of (C2)! taking the class C to have only one 

member. Thus, if we take as the basic combinatorial principle an unqualified principle such as 

(C2) or, equivalently, (C2)!, then (PS) will be part of the combinatorial conception. 

 As noted above (fn. 51), Lewis later endorsed (PS), and called it “part of an attractive 

combinatorialist conception of possibility …” (Langton and Lewis, “Defining Intrinsic,” p. 341.) 

But here I think Lewis was mistaken. For neither Lewis nor I accept any unqualified principle of 

recombination such as (C2) or (C2)! as part of our combinatorial conception; we do not allow 

that a principle of recombination, by itself, should have implications for what spacetimes are 

possible.2 But (PS) does have such implications. As (PS) is to be understood, for an individual to 

                                                

2"See"On-the-Plurality-of-Worlds,"p."89,"and"“Principles"of"Plenitude,”"p."11."


